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INTRODUCTION

A business case (BC) describes and specifies 
the costs, benefits and risks for a project. This 
paper focuses on the process of deploying a 
BC for IT projects, such as information system 
(IS) implementations. Most literature on BC’s, 
cost-benefit analysis and information technol-

ogy (IT) evaluation discusses projects that are 
implemented by a single organization. In today’s 
business practice, however, it is often important 
to address the situation in which multiple actors 
are involved in a joint project. In the actual 
deployment of such a project one speaks of 
the implementation of an inter-organizational 
system (IOS). A multi organizational business 
case development (BCD) process is deployed 
prior to the implementation decision, during 
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which the actors evaluate together if it is valu-
able to invest into the project.

In this paper we analyze the BCD process 
for the evaluation of an inter-organizational 
Enterprise System (ES). We investigate how 
different project constellations influence the 
BCD process especially when multiple actors 
are involved in the ES implementation project.

Enterprise systems are commercial 
software packages that enable the seamless 
integration of information and business pro-
cesses within and across functional areas in 
an organization (Kumar & van Hillegersberg, 
2000). Today ES do not only enable the integra-
tion and coordination within one organization, 
but also go one step further and support the 
connection and management of information 
and business processes across several orga-
nizations. Cash and Konsynski (1985) define 
an IOS as “an automated information system 
shared by two or more companies.” It enables 
inter-organizational coordination between 
profit-and-loss responsible business units, or 
between independent companies (Bakos, 1991).

In the case of ES this crossing of orga-
nizational boundaries not only increases the 
complexity but also implies substantial differ-
ences in semantics, processes, information and 
goals between the different actors (Daneva & 
Wieringa, 2006). The multiple actors engaged 
in inter-organizational coordination often 
encounter problems when they need to share 
information in order to make important joint 
decisions. In our research, we focus specifically 
on the process of how multiple actors arrive at 
a joint decision about whether or not to invest 
in an inter-organizational ES. More specifically, 
we will analyze the process of shared business 
case development (BCD). We do so by first 
investigating the constellation structure of the 
project participants and secondly by specify-
ing the properties that affect the BCD process.

Our main research question is: What	are	the	
effects	of	project	constellations	on	the	process	
of	developing	an	inter-organizational	business	
case	for	IS	implementations?

The main contribution of this paper is to 
extend the body of knowledge on BCD during 

IS implementations. Our paper especially ad-
dresses the context of IOS, which has been a 
rather underexposed research area. We contrib-
ute to the body of exploratory research on the 
factors that play a role during the BCD process. 
Moreover, we explore coordination properties, 
such as competition, semantics, culture and will-
ingness to share information, which improves 
our understanding of how BCD takes place in 
large shared enterprise systems projects.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This section summarizes the findings of the 
current state of the literature as well as of the 
available empirical studies. For clarification 
purposes and to position our line of reasoning 
we start defining what we mean by the concept 
of “Business Case.”

We use the definition of a Business Case 
as an artifact (possibly a document accompa-
nied by designs or models, etc.) that specifies 
the main rationale and expected value for the 
ES-adopting organization. The BC evaluates 
the different implementation options, based on 
the expected costs, benefits and risks of each 
option during the entire implementation process 
(Schubert & William, 2009; Shang & Seddon, 
2002; Ward & Daniel, 2006). Ideally it contains 
more than just a financial analysis. The (non-) 
financial benefits, business alignment, costs and 
risks, should be complemented with information 
on the methods and rationale that were used 
to quantify the benefits and costs (Schmidt, 
2003b). The BC is the result of a BCD process 
that is deployed between consultants and stake-
holders from the ES-adopting organization. The 
BCD is an iterative, tool-supported process that 
relies on stakeholders from different parts of the 
organization with different business knowledge.

In the field of IS research, scholars take 
different perspectives upon this relatively young 
research domain (Klein, Kupsch, & Scheer, 
2004; Schulz & Orlowska, 2004). Our research 
builds upon the work of Kishore et al. (2004) that 
includes coordination theory to exemplify the 
extra complexity due to the involved actors. We 
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extend their line of reasoning by investigating 
the impact of the project constellation among the 
involved actors when the BC is initiated during 
the early stages of an inter-organizational ES 
implementation.

The network of involved actors should 
deliver diverse inputs to build a BC for an 
inter-organizational ES implementation, which 
complicates the BCD process (Schmidt, 2003b). 
Although the actors are aware of the need to 
share information, they might lack a shared 
understanding of the terminology used, hesitate 
to release sensitive information or disagree 
on how costs and benefits are distributed in 
a network. The involved actors might further 
have different drivers for participating in an 
inter-organizational cooperation, such as ac-
quire resources, reduce uncertainty, enhance 
legitimacy or, in the best case, attaining collec-
tive goals (Oliver, 1990). Differences in these 
drivers among actors can make the BCD process 
challenging and complex and consequently this 
calls for a structured BCD approach.

RESEARCH METHOD

This paper presents results that are part of an 
ongoing research project on the implementation 
of inter-organizational IS and ES in particular. 
We deployed the following research approach, 
which is shown in Figure 1.

We first conducted an extensive literature 
review using the guidelines of Webster and 
Watson (2002). We included publications cov-
ering BCD (Ward & Daniel, 2006; Ward, 
Daniel, & Peppard, 2008), coordination 

mechanisms (Crowston, 1997; Kishore et al., 
2004; Malone & Crowston, 1994), and inter-
organizational ES implementation (Davenport, 
Harris, & Cantrell, 2004; Ferrario & Montagna, 
2004) in our literature review. This review re-
sulted in relevant findings on the deployment 
of the BC during an inter-organizational ES 
implementation. Via induction and clustering 
(Rowley & Slack, 2007) we identify four factors 
that influence the quality of the BCD process. 
We evaluate these findings from the perspective 
of project constellations in inter-organization-
al collaborations and derive our explanatory 
framework. The objective of our framework is 
to specify the increased complexity of the BCD 
process during the early stages of the inter-
organizational ES implementation.

Next, we deploy our framework in a case 
study of the Rotterdam Harbor. Rotterdam Har-
bor is a large business network in the transporta-
tion sector in the Netherlands. Figure 2 shows 
an overview of how the different actors in the 
network are linked through contracts as infor-
mation flow or the physical flow of containers.

We deployed participative observation 
techniques in workshops within 6 consecutive 
months. We also conducted interviews, observed 
negotiation between actors, and, in a few oc-
casions, guided the attempt to develop a shared 
BC for the network. We used a diary approach 
to record incidents. Also, we reflected on the 
relevant events with different interviewees in 
informal unstructured interviews. We partici-
pated in the following sessions:

Figure	1.	Research	model
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• 6 individual interview meetings with dif-
ferent actors to get an understanding of 
the situation at hand and of the important 
concerns of each actor. Unstructured in-
terviews were conducted to collect mostly 
qualitative data.

• 5 meetings with different stakeholders 
(several barge operators, the Transportation 
ministry, and an official from the Harbor 
of Rotterdam).

• 3 collaborative workshops with most 
stakeholders present except for the terminal 
operators.

We coded and clustered the information 
that was collected by means of our interviews 
and the other empirical materials using our 
conceptual framework. Based on the analysis 
of the case study results we are able to identify 
four challenges that companies are expected to 
encounter during the BCD process.

We address these challenges in a first solu-
tion proposal that we validate with the help of 
two mirrored experiments. We deploy master 
students in Business and IT as actors in these 
experiments. The first experimental setting 
covers a face-to-face traditional meeting and 
takes place in a room with a stretched oval 
shaped table. All four participants were facing 
each other and had sight on the projected steps 
including the contributing information from the 
actors that is processed by a moderator.

The second experiment consisted of a 
web-based group decision support system 

(GDSS) meeting and took place in a room with 
tables placed in a half circular shape. The four 
participants are facing a TV-screen with an 
overview of the agenda and the current agenda 
item processing. All participants were seated 
behind a laptop with access to the web-based 
GDSS named Spilter (http://www.spilter.nl).

The participants did not receive any up-
front training; they were only given a short 
instruction on how to log in and on how the 
experiment would proceed.

The real experiments are preceded twice 
by a pilot with fellow researchers taking the 
roles of the different actors. This way the case 
and script for the experiment are validated and 
finalized. In total four rounds of experiments are 
deployed (two per setting). For each round four 
different actors are involved. A questionnaire 
was used to compare the mirrored experiments.

Assumptions About the 
Context in Which Our 
Framework Will be Valuable

In this paper we set out to develop a framework 
that explains how different factors can influence 
the BCD process. This section elaborates on 
the assumptions we make in our explanatory 
framework.

Inter-organizational relations can be classi-
fied based on the type of relationship between 
partners and their coordination structure. A 
distinction can be made between markets and 
non-markets (Heide, 1994). Markets are char-

Figure	2.	Network	structure	of	the	case
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acterized by discrete interactions and limited 
personal involvement (Powel, 1990), while 
non-market interactions are usually based on 
some form of relationship between the partners. 
The latter can be classified as being either of 
hierarchical or of a network nature. Figure 3 
shows the three structures.

Inter-organizational relations organized in 
a market structure (Figure 3a), often have a 
short-term focus and are mainly based on the 
price mechanisms. Hierarchical partnership 
structures (Figure 3b), e.g., franchise or out-
sourcing contracts, rest on unilateral interaction 
and an authority relationship. The network 
(Figure 3c) as a coordination structure is char-
acterized by cooperation, collaboration, and the 
sharing of information (Jaffee, 2001). Thus, it 
is different from a pure market structure; in 
fact, it is a hybrid of hierarchy and market based 
on bilateral, often long-term interaction between 
partners.

For our explanatory framework we assume 
that the implementation of inter-organizational 
ES involves multiple actors that jointly want/
need to agree on a BC. This is in contrast to 
existing literature which often assumes a single 
actor taking ownership for the network and 
therefore exercising power in the decision-
making-process. Such single decision power can 
often be found in coordination structures that 
have a hierarchical or central market structure 
(Figure 3). Networks (Figure 3c) include a 
shared decision power of the actors, where all 
involved actors should agree on the final BC. 

Our framework can most likely also explain the 
situation for markets and hierarchies (Figures 
3a and 3b) with single decision power, but 
they are often less complex and therefore do 
not necessarily need a framework to explain 
the situation.

Secondly, we assume that the BC is devel-
oped for rather complex IS implementations, 
such as ES or multi agent systems. IS with rather 
obvious cost and benefits for all stakeholders at 
the early stage of the project are not considered 
for our research objective.

AN EXPLANATORY 
FRAMEWORK FOR BUSINESS 
CASE DEVELOPMENT IN AN 
INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL 
SETTING

In earlier research we presented an explor-
atory framework that investigates the impact 
of coordination structure and project scope on 
six different coordination properties (Eckartz, 
Katsma, & Daneva, 2010).

In this paper we focus on one application 
of our previous framework, namely the situation 
in which a BC is developed for an inter-orga-
nizational ES in a network setting with a shared 
power distribution amongst the actors to make 
decisions. Our main line of reasoning is de-
picted in Figure 4, from left to right. In an inter-
organizational setting we distinguish different 
project constellations (box in Figure 4). 

Figure	3.	Different	coordination	structures	and	their	power	relation	(adapted	from	van	Alstyne,	
1997)
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These project constellations influence (arrow
) the quality of the BCD process ( ) sig-

nificantly, via four mediating factors (box
and arrow ).

In the following sections we first explain 
the three boxes and their relationships respec-
tively. We then conclude the section with a 
discussion on how specific project constella-
tions result in challenges for the BCD process.

Project Constellation

For the purpose of this paper, an actor is defined 
as a decision-making entity. When referring to a 
single actor, we mean one organization that may 
consist of several individuals but each single 
actor does not have the mere decision making 
power over the other actors. In this research, 
we exclusively focus on projects with multiple 
actors, because we analyze the context of inter-
organizational systems.

Before the start of a joint project, every 
single actor is involved in his/her own business 
network with multiple other actors, such as sup-
pliers, customers or competitors. Several drivers 
can initiate a joint project like new legislation, 
innovations or the insight in a shared business 
opportunity between a set of actors.

The connection between firms in the 
network is referred to as role linkage by Hong 
(2002). Hong makes a distinction between 
horizontal and vertical linkage of the involved 

actors in an IOS. Horizontal linkage describes 
the interconnection of firms in the same sector 
(Figure 5, column a), whereas vertical linkage 
describes the cooperation between organizations 
in different sectors, as it is the case in a typical 
value chain (column b).

Based on Hong’s conceptualization of role 
linkages we discern three different patterns how 
multiple actors can be involved in such a proj-
ect (a, b and c, Figure 5). We define the pattern 
of the number of partners -and sectors as the 
project	constellation. The project complexity 
increases from column (a) to (c). In short these 
project constellations can be explained as fol-
lows:

Pattern a) A project can be established by actors 
from one single sector. The implementation 
of the Dutch payment system IDEAL by 
several banks is an example of this project 
constellation (Figure 5, column a).

Pattern b) Single actors from different sectors 
may be involved in a project, but in pat-
tern b we distinguish exclusively one actor 
from each sector. Nowadays, these single 
supplier “pipes” are more exotic as vendors 
try to balance their risk by multiple sup-
plier partnerships. Still there are substantial 
situations where component or partner 
uniqueness often dictates single supplier 
relationships (Figure 5, column b).

Figure	4.	Explanatory	framework:	Impact	of	project	constellation	on	the	BCD	process
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Pattern c) A set of multiple actors from different 
sectors are involved in the project. There 
are plenty of examples for this project con-
stellation, e.g., in the automotive industry, 
where multiple suppliers from different 
sectors are connected through an IOS with 
the car manufacturer. (We depicted one 
possible pattern in Figure 5, column c.)

Four Factors Influencing the  
Inter-Organizational BCD Process

Based on our literature review (Daneva & 
Wieringa, 2006; Park, 1996; Xu & Beamon, 
2006) and own case research we identify sev-
eral important factors (Figure 4, box ) that 
influence the BCD process when evaluating 
the investment in an IOS. We follow a similar 
clustering and classification approach like 

Rowley and Slack (2007) and derive four main 
factors that influence the BCD process (Table 
1). We phrase the factors as discrepancy vari-
ables.

Consensus of Goals

This factor implies that if the individual goals 
of the actors are conflicting it is more difficult 
to get an agreement on the BC than if the goals 
of the separate actors are aligned. The goals of 
the individual actors are specific for a project 
as they describe the individual objectives that 
each actor wants to achieve with the project. In-
dividual goals can be similar or different among 
the actors and can even change throughout the 
project. If the goals are different, they can either 
be aligned or they could be in conflict with the 
goals of the other actors. Consensus between 

Figure	5.	Different	forms	of	scope	of	the	collaboration

Table	1.	Four	factors	influencing	the	BCD	process	

Factor Explanation Sources

Consensus of goals Alignment of the individual goals of each actor 
for the project. (We distinguish between aligned 
versus conflicting goals)

(Daneva & Wieringa, 2006; Davenport, 
1998, 2000; Provan & Kenis, 2007)

Cultural similarities Similarities in the way the actors interact with 
each other (we distinguish between similar versus 
different organizational cultures)

(Hofstede, 1983; Kendra & Taplin, 2004; 
Schein, 2004)

Semantic 
similarities

Similarities in the use of language and knowledge 
exchange between the actors (we distinguish be-
tween similar versus different semantics)

(Daneva & Wieringa, 2006; Davenport, 
2000)

Willingness to share 
information

Willingness to share sensitive information with the 
other actors in the project (we distinguish between 
high versus low willingness to share information)

(Park, 1996; Thorelli, 1986)
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the several actors on the majority of the major 
goals is required for a successful BCD process.

Consensus is typically a project-related 
factor as it includes the project goals and the 
different perspectives of each single actor. 
The other three factors, semantics, culture and 
willingness to share information, are typical 
characteristics that are independent of the 
project. These three characteristics are typical 
actor-dependent characteristics.

Cultural Similarities

This factor states that efficient collaboration 
requires the awareness of different cultural 
backgrounds (Hofstede, 1983) and if necessary 
the application of interventions to create an open 
and effective group culture (Kendra & Taplin, 
2004). Each of the involved actors has its own 
organizational culture (Schein, 2004) and the 
differences between these cultures influence 
the BCD process. It is expected that during the 
BCD process sub cultures will evolve in which 
the collection of actors shape their temporary 
group culture.

Semantic Similarities

This factor refers to the meanings that actors 
attach to the information entities and each 
actors’ existing body of knowledge that they 
would share by using a common IOS. The ac-
tors in the network might for example speak a 
different language or use different terminology. 
Consequently this could have an impact on 
the progress or speed of the BCD process and 
eventually on how agreement on the terms used 
in the BC is accomplished (Daneva & Wieringa, 
2006; Davenport, 2000).

Willingness to Share Information

Information sharing determines the willingness 
of actors to share their sensitive cost- and benefit 
information, and their ability to actually sup-
ply financial numbers for the BC. It is closely 
linked to competition between the actors and 
one of the most important aspects in the BCD 
process (Thorelli, 1986). Information sharing 
is easier when actors speak the same language 
and is more difficult in case of competing ac-
tors (Park, 1996).

The BCD Process Specified: 
Quality Criteria and Structure

We now analyze the nature of the BCD process 
based on quality criteria and structure. To 
specify the BCD process (Figure 4, box ) 
we use common quality criteria. We derive them 
from project management (like scope, time and 
resources) and software development pro-
cesses (Fenton & Pfleeger, 1996; McCall, 
Richards, & Walters, 1977) (efficiency, quality 
of the output). We specify the quality criteria 
for the BCD process based on efficiency and 
effectiveness in Table 2.

Several authors have derived different 
stepwise approaches to define the BCD process 
(Remenyi, 1999; Schmidt, 2003a). One of the 
most commonly used set of guidelines are the 
ones by Ward et al. (2008), who propose the 
following six steps for BCD:

1.  Define business drivers and investment 
objectives.

2.  Identify benefits measures and objectives.
3.  Structure the benefits.

Table	2.	Quality	criteria	for	the	BCD	process	

Quality criteria BCD process specification

Efficiency of the BCD process Completion of the BC within the projected amount of time, against the 
proposed resources

Effectiveness of the BCD process
Realization of a qualitative BC that includes the proposed scope, benefits, 
cost, risks for the several involved actors. Resolution of possible conflicts 
between actors during the process
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4.  Identify organizational changes to achieve 
benefits.

5.  Determine the explicit value of each benefit.
6.  Identify costs and risks.

In the next section we will further elaborate 
on how the BCD process quality attributes and 
steps are impacted by the different factors that 
we specified in the prior sections.

Influence of Project Constellation 
on the BCD Process

Based on literature and experience we referred 
to earlier, we conclude that possible impacts of 
the factors on the BCD process can be traced 
back to different project constellations (Figure 
4, arrows ). For each project constellation 
pattern we will now specify which of the fac-
tors, identified in Table 1, are likely to posi-
tively or negatively influence the BCD process. 
Table 3 depicts the relationship between the 
three project constellations (specified in Figure 
5) and the four mediating factors that influence 
the BCD process (specified in Table 1).

Table 3 displays the extreme instances of 
these four factors for each pattern. We focus on 
situations in which the factors negatively influ-

ence the BCD process as project managers 
perceive these as being the most critical. When 
the influence of the factor on the BCD process 
is likely to be negative it is shaded in grey. We 
conclude that the following factors are critical: 
i) conflicting goals, ii) different cultures, iii) 
different semantics, and iv) low willingness to 
share information.

The second part of our analysis covers the 
impact of these “shaded critical factors” on the 
BCD process (Figure 4, arrows ), and dis-
plays them in Table 4. We specify if the effect 
applies to the whole BCD process, or to a spe-
cific step only.

Beside the impact on the BCD process 
steps we expect all four critical factors men-
tioned in Table 4 to also have a negative effect 
on the two BCD process quality criteria: effi-
ciency and effectiveness. We will explain our 
line of reasoning per pattern below, using Tables 
3 and 4.

Pattern a

Pattern a, includes all actors from the same 
sector, and we assume they often have similar 
motives to participate in a project and are there-
fore more likely to have similar, non-conflicting 

Table	3.	Value	of	factors	in	different	project	constellations	(Figure	4	arrow	 )	

Project Constellation Goals Culture (similar 
vs. different)

Semantics(similar 
vs. different)

Willingness to 
share 
information
(low vs. high)

(aligned vs. conflicting) Culture (similar 
vs. different) Semantics similar low

(similar vs. different) Willingness to 
share information different different high

(low vs. high) conflicting  different different low

Pattern a) multiple actors in 
the same sector aligned similar similar low

Pattern b) multiple actors in 
different sectors (exclusive-
ly one actor per sector)

conflicting different different high

Pattern c) multiple actors in 
the same as well as different 
sectors

conflicting different different low
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goals (goals=aligned). We further assume 
that actors in one sector use similar language 
(semantics= similar) and show comparable 
behaviors in how they interact with the other 
actors (culture= similar). However, as actors in 
the same sector are often competitors we assume 
that their willingness to share (sensitive) infor-
mation with other actors is low (willingness= 
low). Low willingness to share information 
is expected to hinder the BCD process as it 
impedes the collection of important financial 
information for the BC from the actors in the 
project. It will especially impact those steps 
of the BCD process that rely on the collection 
of a rather large amount of information, such 
as it is the case in step 1, 2 and 6, where the 
drivers, objectives, benefit measures, costs and 
risks for a project are identified. If insufficient 
information is collected the BCD process will 
be less efficient and will require more time to 
be finished.

Group techniques, such as GDSS, might 
help in overcoming the low willingness to share 
information, e.g., by supporting anonymous 
information sharing.

Pattern b

In pattern b, all actors are from different sectors 
and the problem of low willingness to share 
information is hardly present as there is, often, 
no significant competition between the different 
actors. However, the fact that the actors are from 
different sectors likely implies that the actors 
“speak a different language” and are more 
likely to have different organizational cultures 
when interacting with each other. Whether or 
not the semantics of the different actors are 

similar will determine if the actors can easily 
obtain a shared understanding of the benefits 
and consequences of a project. This, in turn, is 
expected to affect step 3 of the BCD process. 
In this step multiple actors need to structure the 
benefits, and thus need to really understand what 
is meant by the different benefits identified by 
the multiple actors. Differences in semantics 
and culture will decrease the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the BCD process. Further, 
actors from different sectors are assumed to 
have different interests in the project, which 
is reflected in their individual goals. Whether 
the goals are aligned or conflicting will impact 
the efficiency of all steps in the BCD process. 
It further impacts the likelihood of conflict 
between the actors.

GDSS extended with group culture inter-
ventions, might offer possibilities to overcome 
some of these challenges.

Pattern c

The challenges identified in type a and b are 
amplified if the actors in a network are from 
both the same as well as different sectors. In 
this situation it is likely that the actors have 
different goals, semantics and culture. A set of 
actors also is less likely to share information 
with the other actors in the network, because 
competition between them plays a role. Differ-
ent mitigation strategies should be combined 
in order to come to a successful BC in this 
latter situation.

Concluding our analysis we see that the 
three patterns have different influences on 
the BCD process. We now can cluster these 

Table	4.	Impact	of	factors	on	the	BCD	process	steps	(Figure	4	arrow )	

Critical Factors Negative impact on BCD Process Steps

Conflicting goals whole process

Different culture whole process

Different semantics step 3

Low willingness to share information step 1, 2, 6
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influences into what we call challenges for the 
BCD process.

• Challenge	1: Resolve conflicting goals and 
objectives of multiple actors in a shared BC.

• Challenge	2: Overcome barriers that hin-
der the BCD and agreement process due 
to differences in organizational culture 
between the actors.

• Challenge	3: Overcome barriers that hinder 
the BCD and agreement process due to dif-
ferences in semantics between the actors.

• Challenge	 4: Find ways to increase the 
willingness of the actors to share (sensi-
tive) information with other actors and to 
quantify (put numbers in) the BC.

Our aim of this cluster exercise is to propose 
intervention mechanisms that are specifically 
applicable in each of the three patterns. Table 
5 shows the four grouped challenges for each 
of the three patterns. It shows that projects with 
multiple actors from the same sector (type a) are 
expected to have the least challenges to over-
come when developing a BC. Whereas project 
constellations with pattern c are confronted 
with the most challenging project situation 
with respect to the BCD process. Table 5 fur-
ther provides a first solution proposal for each 
project constellation that is based on which of 
the four challenges is present in each pattern.

APPLICATION OF THE 
FRAMEWORK IN A CASE 
STUDY

In order to analyze if our framework helps to 
explain the BCD process in a real life project we 
applied it in a case study setting that involves 
multiple actors in a network that are engaged in 
the process of making a joint decision on an IT 
investment. More specifically, barge operators 
(BO), terminal operators (TO) and the harbor 
authority discussed how a multi-agent system 
could support logistic planning in the harbor of 
Rotterdam. Our case study was part of a bigger 
research effort: Transumo (www.transumo.nl). 
A platform, started in 2004, where 150 parties 
from industry, government and academia jointly 
develop knowledge about sustainable mobil-
ity. We were involved in a business case work 
package of a larger project (Douma, Schuur, & 
Jagerman, 2010) that aimed at the design and 
implementation of a multi-agent system for the 
port of Rotterdam. Our role in this case study 
was inquisitive as well as advisory. In total, three 
researchers were involved alternately during our 
7-month long participation in the case study. We 
took both expert-based as well as participant-
observation-based approaches and conducted 
various unstructured qualitative interviews to 
gather information about the BC development 
process. While collecting and analyzing the 
observations and the interviews, we focused on 

Table	5.	Challenges	present	in	different	project	constellations	and	solution	proposal	

Project Constellation Impact on Factors Challenge Solution proposals

Pattern a) multiple actors in 
the same sector

Low willingness to share 
information

Challenge 4 Group techniques, such as GDSS, 
that allow for anonymous infor-
mation sharing

Pattern b) multiple actors in 
different sectors (exclusively 
one actor per sector)

Conflicting goals 
Different culture 
Different semantics

Challenge 1 
Challenge 2 
Challenge 3

Group techniques, such as GDSS, 
extended with group culture 
interventions

Pattern c) multiple actors in 
the same as well as different 
sectors

Conflicting goals 
Different culture 
Different semantics 
Low willingness to share 
information

Challenge 1 
Challenge 2 
Challenge 3 
Challenge 4

Group techniques, such as GDSS, 
extended with group culture 
interventions, that allow for 
anonymous information sharing
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findings related to the BC development process 
as well as its outcomes.

In order to assist the actors in evaluating the 
different implementation options, we supported 
and helped the participants in workshop settings 
to develop individual BCs. The idea was to use 
these individual BCs as a basis for arriving at 
a shared BC. Below we explain the impact of 
project constellation on the shared BCD process 
by applying our exploratory framework to the 
case situation.

Case Background

The	 coordination	 structure shown in Figure 
6 presents the relations between the actors in 
our case setting. Barges are used to transport 
containers from the port of Rotterdam to the 
hinterland and vice versa. Whenever a barge 
visits the port, it has to call on several terminals 
to load and unload containers. To guarantee 
short sojourn times in the port, the barge op-
erator schedules convenient arrival times at the 
concerning terminals. The terminal operators on 
the other hand want to operate efficiently and 
have to decide when a barge can be processed, 
taking into account all kinds of restrictions, e.g., 
specific times at which containers need to be at 
the terminal. Based on our knowledge about the 
project we conclude that the actors in the harbor 
are organized in a network structure with shared 
decision power. This implies that the actors in 

the network need to get to an agreement when 
making decisions. In this case they need to 
come to an agreement about their shared BC.

The project	constellation is described for 
the case at hand in Figure 7. One can see that 
the network involves both actors from the same 
sector, e.g., several BO’s and several TO’s, and 
actors from different sectors (option c in Figure 
5). These business characteristics complicate 
the project scope, e.g., parties want to stay 
autonomous, have no contractual relationships, 
and are reluctant to share information that pos-
sibly undermine their competitive position.

Douma (2008) shows that an integrated 
ES, enhanced by multi agent algorithms and 
controls, can support the alignment of barge 
rotations and terminal quay capacity, taking 
into account the business characteristics. We 
were involved in the BCD process to evaluate 
if an investment into such an integrated ES 
would be profitable.

Application of Conceptual 
Framework to Case Study

The application of BC guidelines developed 
earlier, turned out to be hardly possible, as 
participating actors did not share sensitive 
cost and benefit information. In order to better 
understand the challenges present in the project 
at hand we applied our conceptual framework 

Figure	6.	Network	coordination	structure	of	the	case	study	setting
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introduced in Figure 4 to our case. The results 
are shown in Figure 8 and explained afterwards.

Starting from the left, one can see that the 
harbor case involves several actors from both 
the same as well as different sectors, as it is 
illustrated in Figure 7. The actors interact with 
each other in a network coordination structure, 
as it is shown in Figure 6. Following from the 
network structure, the BCD process results in 
a shared BC, which is developed and decided 
on jointly by all actors in the network as they 
have shared decision power.

The proposition that actors from the same 
sector experience increased competition com-
pared to actors from different sectors is sup-
ported by our case study where we observed high 
competition especially between the different 
BOs. This directly impacts the willingness to 
share sensitive cost and benefit information, 
which is needed for a shared BC. We found 

it particularly hard to quantify the expected 
benefits and costs mentioned vaguely by the 
different actors. However, without concrete 
numbers it is very difficult to arrive at a trusted 
BC, no matter which guidelines one uses. The 
willingness to share information was further 
negatively impacted as actors from different 
sectors did not speak the same language and 
had different mental models (semantics). This 
rendered the discussions ineffective as actors 
had to spend much time on clarifying the 
meanings of the different terms used in the BC 
to describe the costs and benefits, e.g., actors 
had different understandings of what it means 
to achieve cost reduction or an improvement 
in planning.

Analyzing the goals of the actors from 
different sectors in our case study, we found 
that they were conflicting. The main goal 
of the BOs is to keep sojourn times short in 

Figure	7.	Project	constellation

Figure	8.	Conceptual	framework	as	applied	to	the	case	study
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the port and thus waiting times short at the 
terminal. However, the main goal of the TOs 
is to have long waiting lines in front of their 
terminals, so that they always have work for 
their employees to do. As Figure 6 indicates, 
in the current situation, there is no contractual 
relationship between the BOs and TOs; so, no 
fines will be paid when barges arrive too late 
at the terminal or when terminals do not handle 
barges in the agreed time slot. This makes it 
very difficult to get agreement between BOs 
and TOs on how a solution could look like. It 
also makes the BCD very challenging, as the 
actors did not agree on the costs and benefits. 
The TOs actually did not recognize the problem 
as urgent, as they currently achieve their goal 
of having long waiting lines, and therefore also 
had no incentives in investing into an improved 
planning system.

SOLUTION PROPOSAL

Our discussion above shows that based on the 
project constellation, the four factors identified 
can either support or hinder the BCD process. 
This solution proposal explicitly focuses on 
those project constellations that hinder the 
development of a BC and, in turn, on how to 
overcome the challenges experienced in such 
situations.

A method to structure the process is neces-
sary, whenever there are no fixed rules or pro-
cedures to deal with the opposing preferences 
of multiple actors in the process of developing 
a shared BC (Thompson, 1990). The existing 
literature identifies four main ways of dealing 
with opposing preferences: negotiation, me-
diation, struggle and arbitration (Carnevale & 
Pruitt, 1992). Negotiation and mediation have 
been deemed the most successful as they are 
less costly and friendlier than struggle. They 
further make it easier to find an acceptable 
solution for all actors.

Empirical research has shown that Group 
Decision Support Systems (GDSS) fit well 
for highly complex problems with a lack of 
structure (DeSanctis & Gallupe, 1987) and can 
improve decision quality and time efficiency 

in negotiation processes (DeSanctis, Poole, & 
Zigurs, 2008). “A GDSS is a computer-based 
technology designed to help committees, project 
teams, and other small groups with activities 
such as problem identification and analysis, 
decision making, planning, creativity, conflict 
management, negotiation, and meeting manage-
ment” (DeSanctis et al., 2008).

Based on these results, we analyze if and 
how GDSS can offer ways to overcome some 
of the challenges that actors may encounter 
during the inter-organizational BCD process. 
We conducted two mirrored experiments 
twice to compare traditional face-to-face with 
web-based GDSS sessions when developing 
a shared BC.

Two experiments were set-up as traditional 
face-to-face meetings and two were using web-
based GDSS to support the BCD process. In all 
four experiments, a six-step approach, adapted 
from (Ward et al., 2008), was used to structure 
the process of BCD. The task of the experiment 
participants was to develop and agree on a BC 
for the implementation of an e-learning environ-
ment. This is a case that students can easily relate 
to. We apply our project constellation patterns 
to the case, and classify it as pattern b (Figure 
5). The actors have conflicting goals and partly 
a different cultural and semantic background. 
They are not competitors so that their willing-
ness to share information was normal to high.

Comparing the BCD process in the two set-
tings we observe the following four advantages 
of web-based GDSS over face-to-face GDSS:

• Functionality to give anonymous answers.
• Possibility for asynchronous communication.
• Prevention of unfunded discussions.
• Focus on content.

We also observe a disadvantage, as the 
GDSS is not able to completely support all 
steps of the BCD process. This is due to the 
fact that the deployed GDSS is not specifically 
designed for the BCD.

The functionality of the web-based GDSS 
to give anonymous answers gives all participants 
in a meeting the chance to freely give their 
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opinion and participate in the BCD process. It 
further allows the actors to anonymously share 
(sensitive) information that they would not share 
with the other actors if it could be traced back 
to them. Our experiments show that anonymous 
information sharing increases the perceived user 
satisfaction with the decision quality and also 
decreases the time to set up the BC.

The web-based GDSS enables asynchro-
nous communication, which allows multiple 
actors to enter their answers at the same time 
into the system without influencing the answers 
of the other participants (Lam & Schaubroeck, 
2000). The system further supports the informa-
tion gathering process by lowering the barrier 
of the participants for giving an opinion.

The possibilities for clustering and pri-
oritizing of costs and benefits (arguments), 
provided by the web-based GDSS prevents 
unfunded discussions, as participants are re-
quired to be consistent in their argumentation. 
This simplifies the process of opinion forming 
and prevents misinterpretation of arguments. 
It further shortens the BCD process, as the 
discussion is more structured and reduced to 
well-funded arguing.

We further observed that the strict structure 
of the web-based system kept the participants 
away from personal attacks and other distrac-
tions that might be present in a face-to-face 
meeting. Focusing on the BCD process is 
expected to decrease the time to come to a de-
cision, improve the group communication and 
improve the satisfaction of the participants with 
the final decision and the process as a whole.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents the result of a study that 
investigated the effects of project constella-
tion on the development of a shared BC for 
ES implementations in inter-organizational 
settings. Unlike previously published results, 
we assume that the power to make decisions is 
shared by several actors in a network.

Our first contribution is an explanatory 
framework that makes the ways in which dif-

ferent project constellations help or impede the 
BCD process explicit. This relation is mitigated 
by four factors: goal consensus, cultural simi-
larities, semantic similarities and willingness to 
share information. Our framework fills a gap in 
the current ES literature, which lacks compre-
hensive studies on BC decision-making in inter-
organizational settings. Based on our framework 
we identify four challenges that organizations 
might encounter when developing the BC. The 
existence of these challenges depends on the 
project constellation. The identification of these 
four challenges is our second contribution of this 
paper. As a third contribution we are elaborating 
on the possibilities web-based GDSS offer to 
mitigate the four challenges identified through 
our framework.

The first application of our framework in 
a case study demonstrated that it made sense 
and was useful. To gain a deeper insight into 
the effects of coordination structure on the 
BCD process, we intend to use the framework 
as structure for further empirical investigations 
about shared BC in ES implementations.

Our framework has some implications 
for both practitioners and researchers. For 
practicing project managers, we think that if 
they are aware of the four challenges and the 
inter-organizational mechanisms in place, they 
could devise strategies to mitigate their impact 
on the BCD process. For example, a project 
manager may well consider using a GDSS as a 
key component in his/her strategy to establish 
collaboration and consensus-building spirit 
and make the workplace more comfortable for 
participants to share information and build upon 
each other insights and inputs into the BCD 
process. A project manager can also use the 
framework to understand his/her own settings 
in terms of possibilities and restrictions that 
these settings mean to everyone in the project. 
If a project manager needs a solution strategy 
for one or more common problems (e.g., goal 
misalignment, cultural discrepancies, semantic 
dissimilarities and low level of willingness to 
share information), he or she would better know 
what strategy is realistic for her context and 
what actions would be doomed to fail.
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For researchers, our framework could serve 
as an explanation vehicle that can be used in 
future case study research. As indicated earlier, 
we are interested in accumulating experiences, 
which could evaluate the relationships between 
the concepts in our framework. Only then, we 
can consider our framework to be more com-
plete. We, therefore, welcome other researchers 
engaged in research studies similar to ours to 
consider including our model in their research so 
that we can use their experiences to confirm or 
disconfirm the relationship among the concepts 
in our framework.
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